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ABSTRACT

The evolution of web technologies brought a new view over Web published data, making the information available to both
humans and machines. However, as societies are built over citizens’ needs, it is difficult to determine how governments
are performing on addressing these needs. Social networks are an interesting tool for people to express their aspirations,
but monitoring peoples’ activities to understand their behavior is a difficult task. This paper presents an application of the
semantic uplift technique on social networks to store violence and criminality data. The procedure uses the output of natural
language processing techniques to classify criminal activity in a general taxonomy, so data can be compared to worldwide
statistics.
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1. INTRODUCTION
According to recent data, violence is the second biggest problem for 18% of the population
in Brazil. It comes right after health, which leads for 45% of the population [Leite 2014].
The insecurity perception is also part of citizens’ lives in Brazil and other Latin Amer-
ica and Caribbean (LAC) countries: it is the region with the highest murder rate in the
world. The UN study about cities in LAC explains this issue through the social inequal-
ity [ONU-Habitat 2012][p.XII]. As there are more people living in good and wealthy con-
ditions, there even more living in total poverty. The population lives in a social tension
atmosphere, which leads to violence in the end.

Even though it is an important issue for the population, only in the last 10 years
Brazilian government created an unified system to centralize criminal data. Before 2003,
with the creation of Unified Public Security System (Sistema Único de Segurança Pública
– SUSP in portuguese), “the management of policy and security actions where character-
ized by the absence of cooperation between organizations” [Durante 2008]. The statistics
relied on manual delivery from the police stations to federal government. Even in more
developed countries as UK, the criminal data represent a real problem: “from deciding a
crime has occurred, to reporting and recording, there are areas in which the data can mis-
lead” [Evans et al. 2013]. The authors hypothesize a solution based on crowdsourcing Open
Crime Data.



When a violence incident occurs, it is likely to find a reaction about it in social net-
works. However, the data should be used with caution. Even though social networks are
an important tool to express society demands, they belong to private companies with private
databases. Information access is usually done through API [Ko et al. 2010], but results are
restricted to a limited number of events. Considering the importance of social networks data,
the following hypothesis will be validated:

H0. Social networks data can express social demands.

As violence and criminality is an emergent issue in LAC, and provide public access
to social networks data is a relevant matter, the hypothesis validation will be done through a
feasibility study. The example application, focusing on violence and criminality, intends to
answer the research question:

Q1. Is it possible to publish social networks data with semantic information to iden-
tify criminal activity?

The proposal goal is to build a feasibility study on using social networks data to
identify information related to criminal activity. Feasibility study validation will be done
through the example application in violence and criminality domain.

2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Social network activity is mostly based on natural language communication data exchanged
between users. Semantic Role Labeling technique (SRL) proposes that “for natural language
understanding tasks to proceed beyond these specific domains, we need semantic frames
and semantic understanding systems” [Gildea and Jurafsky 2002]. The technique organizes
information in roles that can be domain-specific or verb-specif, depending on data usage.
In [Punyakanok et al. 2008], authors analyze syntatic parsing techniques using trees in a full
labeling process. Implementing the described SRL process can help to organize social data
as shown by [Wang et al. 2012]. The described technique uses “events mentioned in tweets,
the entities involved in the events, and the roles of the entities with respect to the events”.

The semantic view over the data can only be useful if some observation can be taken
from it [Hendler and Berners-Lee 2010]. Wang techniques [Wang et al. 2012] bring the idea
of identifying the occurrence probability for the crime related events identified in SRL. It
defines multiple events ei associated with each day d. Every day is seen inside an abstract
document containing all the words, docd. If nd is the length of docd, the set {e1, e2, ..., end

}
describe all the events on day d.

Definition of criminal activity is the first step in analyzing and understanding violence
data. As stated in [Chen et al. 2004], “a criminal act can encompass a wide range of activi-
ties, from civil infractions such as illegal parking to internationally organized mass murder
such as the 9/11 attacks”. Police reports in Brazil use incident concept, the occurrence of a
criminal act of any kind [LEMGRUBER et al. 2004][p.148].

In USA, FBI keeps National Incident-Based Reporting System [FBI 2014] to orga-
nize the incident-based criminal data in two categories: Group A, for which extensive crime
data are collected and Group B, for which only arrest data are reported. In Brazil, it is still a



challenge to build an uniform database of criminal incidents. The design of an Unified Pub-
lic Security System (SUSP in Portuguese), presented in [LEMGRUBER et al. 2004][p.141],
supposes a three level data gathering. The data flow order is presented at Figure 1. Brazilian
law also defines different police types for different activities: military police is responsi-
ble for crime prevention, while civil police answers for crime investigation. Both of them
use different systems and maintain different databases. The incident registration process is
described in Figure 3 [BRASIL 2009].

Figure 1.
Data flow
in criminal
data

Figure 2. UML View for semantic vio-
lence dataset

Figure 3. Crime report-
ing in Brazilian police

3. PROPOSAL DESCRIPTION
Considering the long way from social networks activity to a crowdsourced database, im-
plementation architecture will be divided in three layers, as demonstrated in Figure 4. The
diagram is built on top of linked open data applications architecture definition for Euclid
Project [EUCLID 2014].

Figure 4. Semantic Uplift implementation adapted from Euclid Project [EUCLID 2014]

3.1. L1: Extraction layer

This layer describes how data will be extracted from social networks API and processed to
generate an event database. An example SRL usage is presented below, based on the previous
sentence from Ceilândia Muita Treta facebook page:



(1) Monday in Ceilândia.. Tense week beginning.. 3 homicides today..! Crazy day.
Peace on the streets..!! 1

The sentence will be analyzed using nlpnet SRL module for Brazilian Por-
tuguese [Fonseca and Rosa 2013]. After applying SRL technique the sentence will be or-
ganized as follow:

[predicatecomeçou]([e1:descriptiontense][e1:number3][e1Homicides][e1:timetoday])

3.2. L2: Semantic Layer

This layer shows how data coming from Extraction layer (L1) will be processed to
add semantic information. The procedure is the Semantic Uplift technique described
in [Brennan et al. 2013]. Only data from violence and criminality related events will be con-
sidered. After extraction models will contain events as attributes. Crime identification will
be done crossing events with the statistics published in [FBSP 2013]. Considering the data
in [FBI 2014] database, used in more than 3000 United States organizations, after merging
data from Brazil, the following taxonomy will be used 2:

Homicide Offenses Intentional and violent death incidents, or crimes violentos letais e in-
tencionais (CVLI) in Portuguese

Larceny/Theft Offenses Pocket-Picking, Purse-Snatching, Shoplifting and other non-
violent robberies

Robbery All violent theft offenses, such as kidnapping and robbering, armored car robbery,
gunfire robbery, etc.

Drugs – traffic In Brazilian law, only traffic is considered a crime.
Gunfire possession Unauthorized gunfire possession
Sex offenses Forcible - Forcible Rape, Forcible Sodomy, Sexual Assault With An Object,

Forcible Fondling
Assault Offenses Aggravated Assault, Simple Assault, Intimidation
Others Any other crime not in above categories

Figure 2 shows an UML representation of the semantic domain, a reduced version
of the model presented by [Brennan et al. 2013]. RDF publication makes it easier for other
researchers to adapt data to their needs. This data exchange will be done using RDF/JSON
documents [Davis et al. 2013].

4. FINAL CONSIDERATIONS
In June 2013, when FIFA Confederations Cups started, Brazil saw a general uprising ex-
plode in an wave of protests that began in south region and spread almost everywhere in the
country. The biggest impact fact is that none of country’s ruling powers and institutions was
able to predict it was coming, as “social media boost a protest’s transmission rate through
susceptible societies” [MacKenzie 2013]. Mackenzie talks about a leaderless network away
from hierarchy based on self-organization.

1From the original text in Portuguese: Segunda-feira na Celândia.. A semana começou tensa.. 3 Homicídios hoje..! Bagulho tá é louco.
Paz na quebrada..!!. Original link: https://www.facebook.com/ceilandiamuitatretta/posts/753732047981961

2The proposed taxonomy contains incidents from Group A in [FBI 2014]

https://www.facebook.com/ceilandiamuitatretta/posts/753732047981961


Semantic uplift implementation should provide social networks data about criminal
activity. The backend should work as a tool so other researches can build Linked Open
Data applications. The extraction procedure should also work as reference model to identify
and qualify other social demands, helping governments to identify demands which are not
available through regular statistics.
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